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Cashier Open
The Cashier’s office nil! rimain open
until 7 tonight, Thursday and Mondat
for students who hat e not paid their
fall semester tees.
The office is located in Adm. 260.
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State Locks Out Lower Division
Enrollment for Spring Semester

LEADS THE CHARGESparti, the San Jose miscot,
leads the student charge to the new SJS College
Union. After waiting over six years for the Union to
first be built and then completed, San Jose students,
themselves almost completely footing the bill for the

construction, will have a chance to use their building
beginning, hopefully, this Monday when the bowling
alleys and other services are functioning. The Union
should be in total operating condition by Oct. 6. (For
story and photos see Page 3.)

Trustees Meet

College Press Stirs Debate
The State Board of Trustees, meeting yesterday and today in Los Angeles, is discussing the problem if state
college publications.
The basis of the discussion is a
report from the Chancellor’s office,
entitled "Student Publications in the
California State Colleges," showing
the results of a six-moath study of
campus publications.
The study claims that the criticism
of student publication’ falls into three
categories: content, control, and financing.
According to the report, the use
of four-letter words, offensive photos
and articles, and biased reporting are
the major criticisms of content.
Selection and removal of editors
and response to the needs of the entire student body are two of the
problems of control. The source of
revenue of campus publications and
who should determine policy makes
up the financing controversy.
Due to the diversity of the state’s
campus publications, the report stated,
all problems relating to content, control and financing should be handled at
the local level.
With an eye on maintaining a free
and responsible press, the report recommended that all state college campuses maintain a publications board
consisting of members of the administration, faculty, and students.

Semester’s First
Student Council
Meeting Tonight
Student Council meets tonight at 7
p.m. in Council Chambers at the old
College Union in its first meeting of
the new semester.
According to acting AS. president
Bill Langan, items on the agenda will
include discussion of the SCARS registration system, discussion of recommendations made by former SJS president Dr. Robert D. Clark, and appointment of an interim treasurer to replace
Dave Aikman.
Aikman, who WaS appointed treasurer by former A.S. president Dick
Miner for the 1968-69 school term, has
not returned to school. Although his
term officially expired in June, President Miner reappointed him on .Tunri
14. Due to his absence, an interim
treasurer is needed until a new election is held.
Other items to be discussed are the
athletic privilege cards and Senate Bill
19, which has proposed voluntary.
rather than mandatory, student fees.

EOF Meeting
All 51exican-Amoricin Educational
Opportunity Plogram
students
Must attend a merlin- i iday ;ii
Pin. in Engineering

The purpose of this board would be
to see that all student publications
adhere to the "Basic Policy for Student
Publications in the California State
Colleges." This policy contains nine
points covering the purpose and stand-

ards of student publications.
The discussion of the Chancellor’s
report could become rather vigorous as
some college officials have indicated
they fear the attempt of the Trustees
to censor the college press.

Available Classes
Vacancies still exist in the following general education classes aad sections, reports Dr. Richard E. Whitlock, Acting Dean of Undergraduate
Studies. Students should go to departmental offices to make arrangements
for getting into them. Students are also encouraged to make class visitations as departments expect unusual number of drops to occur during
this first week.
Time(s) & Day(s)
Course (Prefix and Number)
1:30 MWF
Art 174
3:30 TTH
Art 18IA
9:00 TTH
Art 18IB
11:30 MWF; 12:30 TTH; 4:30 MW
Astro, 1
2:30 MWF
Bot. 100
8:30 MWF; 9:30 TTH
Drama 126
1:30 MWF
Econ. IA
Econ. IB (IA not prerequisite to 18) 12:30, 2:00 TTH
2:30, 10:30, 12:30 MWF
Engl. IA
Engl. 908
10:30 MWF
Engl. 114A
8:30 TTH; 9:30 MWF
Engl. 1444
8:30 MWF
9:30 MWF; 11:30 MWF
Engl. 171
7:00 p.m. M
Engl. 190
10:30 MW; 2:30 MW, TTH
Ent. 101 (lab)
1:30 MWF
Geog. 121
Geol. 2A
3:30 TTH
8:30 MWF
Geol. 29
Geol. 105
2:00 TTH
Hist. 4A
7:30, 11:30, 12:30, 2:30 MWF
9:30 TTH
Hist. 908
9:30 TTH
Hist. 105A
2:30 MWF
Hist. 162B
12:30 MWF
Home Ec. 9
8:30 TTH
Hum. IA
4 sections open
O.
9:30, 12:30 MWF
I.S. 81
I.S. 81
8:30, 12:30 TTH
Journ. 55
8:30 MWF
Meteor. 116
10:30 TTH
Mus. 10A
All sections
11:30 MWF; 7:00 p.m. T
M IlS. II8A
Mus. 1188
7:00 p.m. M
10:30 MWF; 7:00 p.m. M
Mus. 167
1:30 MWF
Mus. 174
9:30 TTH
Mus. 197
11:30 TTH
Nat. Sci. 11 1 Lee)
2:30 TH
Nat, Sci. 11 Lab
3:30 M
Nat. Sci. 12 Lee
11:301; 11:30 TH
Nat. Sci. 12 Lab
8:30 TTH
Nat. Sei. 120 (Lee)
3:30 W; 9:30 T
Nat. Sci. 120 (Lab)
7:00 p.m. TH
Nat. Sci. 160
9:30 MW; 11:30 TTH
Phy. Sci. 20A (Lee)
Phy. Sci. 20A (Lab)
8:30, 11:30 TH
Phy. Sci. 208 (Lee)
9:30 TTH
Phy. Sci. 20B (Lab)
9:30 M; 2:30 T
Phy. Sci. 30 (Lec)
7:30 TTH
Phy. Sci. 30 (Lab)
7:30 W; 10:30 W
11:30 MWF; 7:00 p.m. T
Phy. Sci. 100
11:30 TTH
Phy. Sci. 160A (Lee)
Phy. Sci. 160A (Lab)
2:30 M; 2:30 TH
Phys. 2A (Lec)
9:30, 1:30 MWF
Phys. 60A (Lec)
12:30 TTH
Phys. 60A (Lab)
11:30, 2:30W
7:00 p.m. T; 7:00 p.m. W
Soc. 70
1:30 MWF; 9:30 MWF

By JIM BROADY
Daily Editor
Junior college transteis will get the
upper hand at spring registration following a state-wide freeze on lower division admissions. The freeze was dictated by a new policy formulated by
the Coordinating Council for Higher
Education.
"To accommodate as many junior
college transfers as possible, we plan
to accept no lower division students for
the spring semester," announced Executive Vice President William J. Dusel.
Dusel added that there are special
implications for SJS inherent in the
action. "This college is resisting the
strong pressures that would weaken
our lower division program," he said.
Based on past experience in projecting the number of fall semester students who will continue their studies
in the spring, Dusel anticipates only
about 1500 slots for new students.
Those who graduate, withdraw or are
disqualified make up these openings.
"We intend to keep our strong lower division program," said Dusel, "but
we still must be controlled by our
quotas."
SJS strives to achieve a sixty per
cent dominance of upper division
courses over lower division, and according to Dusel, "What few spaces we

Call best serve
will ililVe ifl Elle
the needs of jun.iiii coolleges.The Coordimiting Council’s basic
reason for the shift in state admissions
policy is that otherwise, many junior
college graduates would be faced with

Add-Drop
The Registrar’s office is urging all
students to turn in their completed
mid drop cards as soon as possible.
tnitober 3 is the deadline for turning in the coinpleted cards. No
vourses will be added after this date.
When turnibg in the card at the
Registrar’s office. students must also
show their stuthnt body card.
The office also announced that November 3 will he the deadline for
dropping classes.
closed doors in the state colleges and
the alternatives of expensive universities, private colleges, or no college at
all.
This, according to Dusel, is against
"the pledge of the governor and the
master plan of California higher education."
The state desires that college students be enabled to attend college

sti sight through to thrir desired degrees, while the master plan expects
that high school students will get their
lower division credits in the expanded
junior college system.
"Our belief is that this arrangement
will not interfere substantially with the
plans for higher education of California
college students," said Dusel.
Applications for spring admission
will be accepted beginning Oct. 1 for
upper division transfers and graduate
students until the limited quotas are
reached.

Library Tours
The best way to beat the system,
to beat that study-research grind, is
in learning how to use your library effectively. The orientation program
which the library is currently offering
has been successful.
Students are finding that the tours
being given this week are helping them
in locating library resources and finding some short cuts in using these materials.
Tours are available during the first
two weeks of classes, Monday Friday, at 10:30, 1:30 and 2:30. Tours start
from the lobby of the Center Wing by
the Circulation Desk,

Campus Building Boom Continues;
New Business Classroom Underway
By BRUCE REILLY
Daily Feature Editor
In its never-ending attempt to construct the dream campus for students
and provide jobs for the construction
workers of San Jose, SJS continues
to remodel a major portion of its
campus this semester.
Currently under construction at
South 10th and East San Antonio
Streets is the $4 million business
building.
The building, scheduled for completion in May of 1971, will have
four floors of classrooms for 1,760
students and a 10-floor tower for
faculty and clerical offices.
L-SHAPED ROOM
The L-shaped classroom structure
and tower will be joined by an open
terrace and will feature windows of
heat and glare resistant solar glass.
Building K, the psychological counseling center which previously occu-

pied the lot next to the cafeteria,
has been moved to a spot south of
San Fernando Street on Ninth Street.
This move was made to allow installation of a subterranean tunnel
to house air-conditionirg and steam
heating pipes which will provide airconditioning for all college buildings
by the late 1970s.
RELOCATIONS
The actual air-conditioning system
complex will be located between
Ninth and 10th streets north of San
Carlos. This will mean the relocation
of buildings housing the Educational
Opportunity Program, Black Studies
Department, Children’s House of the
Psychology Department, the health
sciences building and a faculty office
building.
The heart of the campus won’t be
free from change, either. Construction on the $10.3 million high-rise
library is scheduled for the end of

the spring, 1970, semester on the
present site of the home economics
building.
The 265-foot library recently overcame a hurdle when the FAA ruled
the structure, which exceeds by 175
feet the FAA standards for airport
approaches, will not present any hazard to air traffic.
Frank Happy, FAA air traffic
branch chief in Burlingame. said the
building wouldn’t require special illumination, but he did suggest that
the library be built with powerful
sound-deadening devices to eliminate
the sound of jets passing overhead.
The construction of the high-rise
library on the site of the Home Economics Department will cause a
chain reaction of desk moving around
campus.
MORE MOVES
The Home Ec Department, being
displaced by the new library, will
find a home in the present administration building, which will be gutted
and remodeled.
The homeless administration staff
will be sheltered in the north and
central wings of the present library.
The library’s reserved book and
reading room will be moved to the
building now housing the Spartan
Bookstore, which will move to two
floors of the new College Union.
Tentatively scheduled to alleviate
the parking problem is the start of
construction late this year fon a six level, 2,000 car p:oking garage north
of San Ferilif 10,1 Sir,-,et between
Ninth and 10th streets.

Sports Cards

SAN JOSE STATE’S latest contribution to the city skyline is +his crane
currently being used in the construction of the new business building at the
corner of South 10th and E. San Antonio streets.

Priilegi cards, your tickets for admission to all 4.15 home
football and basketball games in ad chit ion to track meets. are tom on
sale in the Student .Affairs IttisinivA
OffiVe, if/CAIN/ ill thv newIt camstrueted (ollege Union building.
The card, a $20 dollar value, costa
II..’ student $10, and will guarantee
preferential seating foor these home
sports. In addition too a sating if $10,
till. 1.11rd also sates ill.’ time of standing in line tor ttekets,
Married slitolents rant poirehasp an
additional yard for onit SI
Sqlee r :ind water polo home
games, iiith the exception of the
N(’AA Soccer playoffs, will be free
with student body card.
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By JIM 1)OURGARIAN
There will he more than one thing to
le of those in and
blow the political
an
I student pryer lllll ent this year.
This column is designed to let the reader
in on Ow political scuttlebutt %rapping
itself around the Student Lnion that pert always be proved, but can be
haps c
insure(I to occur.
The scuttlelnit. the rumors and the
gossip have been flying with regularity
and rapidity since most SJSers were winging their wris back II/ the fountain.
One thing already is obvious. Bill Larigan is president, and though the moniker
presently reads "acting," he will be found
imbedded in the position as if his gay el
were inserted ill tune hand and Robert’s
Rules of Order in the other since his political birth.
A new treasurer will be appointed at
tonight’s meeting, replacing 1)ave Aikman.
yvho supposedly is selling either women’s
cosmetics or beauty parlor supplies iii
Boise. Idaho.

I.:11i orial

Freeze Is Thaw
Iter ON’ the

lIffiCe 1,44

indignant parent- or bombed
101411 l,
ley their more militant high-school
off--pring. a few point- must Iw clarified about NIonelay- enrollment freeze
students for spring
itul 141%4141. plo
semester.
Though in the final analysis. tlo. al turn might be attributed to the general
tightening of purse strings in Califoroia education. the actual impetus cattle
a policy of the Coordinating
1 "Hoed for Iliglier Education and ap-

!
: Apt

*
*
*
Daily has always had all
411)1.11 policy concerning letters to the
editor. and in revent yeat s. the section
of page two devoted to them has been
Spartan

dubbed "Thrust and Parry."
Tr., daily will retain this distin-

plies to the entire state rollege system.
The reasoning behind the freeze
i- sound. shire approximately 1500

guished title

junior rollege transferees and returning upper di i-ion students w ill hate
an educational home who Ys ould otherise base to expend great gobs of

Parry." intends to let it all hang mit.
prov iding you. the opinionated stn.

ate col-

money at a university or

f )14i%

lege. Or worse yet. fail
school any where.

to get into

lint all readers ran un-

officially refer to it by any grisly and
sordid term it merits. for "Thrust and

(lent. will hang out

This section of the

has the

potential for being the only truly representative.

medium

of

every

cerited. irritated. intellectual or hysteriral voice on campus. It has Ile% er

mi-sions and records. ..as that "normally. riot many lower di’.

sclue-ler.
4 /dirt knows, there’s e

-I udents. transfer or other ise. are ac-

al

fully realized this potential. W e of the

gh tat talk

J. It.

t.

hy?
Japanese Action Right?

-.mu. Japanese noisersity adt»inistrators
faculty are di-phtsing a sastly
re act’
to campus upheas al in their
try than that of their American counthey kill theinselses.
terparts
Japati% often iolent student unre-t recently dr..’., a uniscrsity luii.p.tal lircctor
to suicide. l’rof. Toshio Ishillara. Ilir..4.tor
i, Ta, Nredi..a) am; Demal I niserhanged himself in the singly
Inane. leas itug notes indicating that
441’
because of campus strife
I,. killod
and his inability to handle it.
Japanese professors lease COW one. last July and one pr th. in despondency over
fir thi
ser-ity problems.
The dra-ti, action taken by these men
ind 111.1,--arily indicate. that Japanese
administrator- ainl faculty are any more ins 404E41 or concerned uith student unrest
I hut the American edimator. What is prob.
the basic philosophy
..1.1. really ins ols eil
.....I culture of the Japanese.
I fur

general who disgraced
Hie
himself in bald, impaled himself on the
nil of his r-ssord. ,%11.1 sits ing face. still
-...11144 to he elementary to Japanese thinkwhether 011 the battlefields elf a for.,11111irs or a college campus.
.
\ encrica 414.4.snt share Japanese
...I soil picture Pres. S. I. Has akawa of
sate Francisco State committing hari-kari
I pen guaranteed to
%s ill’ his BIC hall!
kill f ir-t lime es ery hint’. Or NI:ix Rafferty
Loidieig on 741 copies of "Soul on lel." and
se around his
I lie Dui. lonitir- %skit a
neek. the other end tied to the oserhead
beam?
nfortunatels to some, it doesn’t happen
that Ma\ in 1111.4 country. But it (bees illustrate that America 110ASIII haw. a
id% out campti4: turmoil.
Japanese student unrest, whip -I, at latest
count has crippled 64 universities,
..
...sok.- student demands for school revoice in campus affairs.
forms and a
Many velem:dor- 4uipport student demands
and protest 4’. hut they rail poor or overcrowded facilities and odd -fashioned authoritarian teaching methods.
-mind familiar? It should.
\ good litany of them arc the same de stiedents
’molds that AiliPrieall
are pushing for. They are sometimes oh,..cured in the background by the major

Thrust and Parry

Freshmen Explain Camp

eon-

Daily believe it should and will. this

By NIICHAEL CM-INK

MYSTERIOUS CASE

ith it.

allay fears that spring lower di 4 ision quota- will be severely altered.
John C. Nloritgoturry. director of mi-

it

’

word "freeze." This time. looses er. the
systeni as a whole and the student in
particular wiii benefit.

from

TO

t 4.

eepted in the spring anyway.’
State college -tilde-tits. especially we
1,1 SJS. lias e a chronic phobia elf the

cause ill’ campus militancythe Vietnam
war. ’fhe Japanese have an issue, equal to
Vietnam in the tithed States, which causes
major problems. It revolves around student
protests of the li.S.-Japan security agreenit-nt. and the demand that the United
States give Okinawa back toe them and
abandon the niilitary base stationed there.
And some students, God bless ’Hu, simply fight the "Establishment."

Guest Room

God Is Alive
By NICK HARRISON
-God is
just talked with Him
this
g.," "Smile, God loves you," and
"My God is alive, sorry :druid yours."
A new Seventh Street booth bearing
these signs greeted returning SJS students
Friday aiuu I marked hope for several groups
tuf con -t -r’. alive Christians that a united
effort to bring Christianity to SJS might
gain support.
Ron Kernagham, staff worker for InterVarsity Christian Fellowship. expressed
hope that this semester there might he
more cooperation between I:hristian
groups. ’AN ...NI‘ been wasting all sorts of
energy allfl We.% e got the truth."

MLI 114(11

ReSpeet

Editor:
I honestly believe that Donald V. Bogdan
has an outdated sense of values and morals.
His objections to the orientation camp surprised and disappointed me.
A, a participant in the conference held at
Asilomar I must praise the orientation committee members for their insight in treating
us like intelligent individuals at all times.
They involved us in discussions which face
all college students of today. Their straightforwardness resulted in mutual respect for
everyone. No one was coerced into joining
any specific activity, and we were free to
leave an activity at our own discretion.
The speakers covered many social problems
that exist today. Tom Hayden’s influence on
us was probably no more impressive than any
other sra4aker. Stephanie Mills and Dr. Heath
discoursed at length on the ecological problem. Women’s Liberation Force, representative
Ann Wiells rapped with the students on how
women are second -Hass citizens. "Papa Joe"
McMullen spoke on the need for outside discipline and structure in our lives. while John
Vasconcellos took an opposite viewpoint and
urged us to discipline ourselves, Each speaker
also at tended small workshops.
Although there was a one-sided influence
in the speeches, I feel that the reasoning behind the program was very just. This one
weekend cannot possibly compete with the
conservative "one-sided viewpoint" most of us
have received for the past 12 years.
The person -to-person relationship emphasized certainly was more valuable than a
group-to-school relationship. We learned that
people could be trusted on a first meeting
basis and were willing to go beyond a superficial level.
As a freshman I do not believe that I am
anymore innocent or impressionable than most
advanced students. I realize that my education is sadly lacking an atmosphere free from
censorship, and I am grateful to the committee which organized the In ientation program.
They were willing to give us an experience
which proved more valuable than a weekend
of simple school spirit.
Penny spar
A Man

This truth. Kernagham said, is the faet
of God’s very presence on earth.

Cat/ sp JP orth while

"Our various campus Christian groups)
purpose is trying to get people to enter
into a personal relationship with Jesus
Christ because Ws the truth. He is the
t f
lamental, basic truth in the whole
universe We want people to experience
the true meaning of love, peace and happiness that comes from knowing this truth."

Editor:

Barry Keiser. minister to collegians at
San Jose First Baptist Church, also manning the booth, explained that most college. students "don’t really understand what
Chi istianity is, their concept is poor. Christianity isn’t just it religion- -it’s a person
Jesus Christ. He is the only relevant and
up to (late answer for students today that’ll
meet their needs."
Lee Bartholomew. sophomore music major, became a Christian a year and a half
ago. "I had a need for a spiriteeal relationship. I experimented with different ways
such as existentialism. Then I experimented with Jena!! Christ and He worked."

I am in complete disagreement with Donald
V. Bogdan, who expressed his disgust with the
Freshman Orientation Conference. As a freshman who attended that conference, I would
like to give a qualified reply.
There is no doubt that the conference included several speeches and workshop discussions concerning liberal, leftist, revolutionary,
etc. ideology while providing only one speech
of an opposing viewpoint thy head football
coach McMullen i. Ii(MATT, more time was devoted to activities of a non-political nature
than to "revolutionary recruiting sessions."
We engaged in several sensitivity training programs, dances. campfire "sing-alongs," small
group discussions of personal problems and
thoughts, talks on ecology and the population
explosion, explorations of the surrounding
beaches, etc.
Also, Mr. Bogdan’s assumption that we are
"impressionable young freshmen" is erroneous.
I am quite capable of making my own intellectual decisions and judgments, and I will
survive with or without Mr. Bogdan’s guid-

EDITOR’S NOTE: The Thrust and Parry section of the
editorial page offers students and faculty a chance to
express their views on campus, local, national or infernational issues. Space is allowed to encourage written
debates on such current affairs. Contributions to
Thrust and Parry must not exceed 250 words, must be
typewritten, double spaced within 45-space margins
and properly signed with the writer’s name and feeilty or ASS number. The Daily will not print letters
which are libelous, in poor taste or include a personal
attack. The editor reserves the right to edit or cut
otters to conform to space limitations and to cease
sublication of letters dealing with subjects he believes have been exhausted,

ance; on this point I am no exception in respect to most of the other freshmen at the
conference. Furthermore, speakers such as
Tom Hayden incurred far more disagreement
than blind acceptance - I certainly did not
decide to join the SDS after hearing him
speak.
Perhaps a more balanced program would
have been in order. But as one of the counselors remarked at the conference, we have
been exposed to the ideology of the "other
side" since kindergarten. It is not wrong to
have one weekend of rebuttal.
As for the use of drugs at the conference.
this cannot be denied. Whether or not this
was "wrong" is not important. Certainly this
was not a scheduled event; it happened with
as great a frequency as it might in any group
on our campus. The conference staff simply
is not to blame for this situation. The kids
who brought and used drugs were responsible.
I felt that the conference provided the most
enjoyable, worthwhile, constructive weekend
that I’ve ever experienced. Hopefully, Mr.
Bogdan’s actions will not ruin this activity for
future freshmen.
Kennet h Freedland
A I l003

Rare Opport ti n it y
Editor:
In response to Donald Bogdan’s letter on the
orientation conference for freshmen at Asilomar, it is quite obvious that he was, as he appropriately phrased it, merely "crashing the
scene." Had he attended the conference for
the reason it was designedto provide for
all those present, and especially the freshmen,
a challenging, intellectually-rewarding, human
experiencehe would surely have benefited,
possibly grown, and hopefully matured from
the rare opportunity to freely express one’s
views, to hear, disagree, agree or challenge
those of another, but essentially to encounter
one another as thinking individuals.
Had he paused for a moment from his "spirit
inciting" aimed activities, and observed his
unresponsive surroundings, he couldn’t have
helped but realize his gross intrusion. Cheerleaders anti rally committees have their place
in a campus environment, namely at sports
events and pep rallies.
There is no doubt that the "impressionable"
freshmen, and everyone fortunate enough to
have participated in the weekend’s events,
found this year’s freshman camp a refreshing,
stimulating and truly worthwhile experience,
thanks to the great effort, creativity and confidence in the intelligence of freshmen of its
directors.
Judy Fox
ANN

Sinee paunchy David was appointed in
elected Jeff Mullins’ place after the 1968
elections, lie call and will be replaced by
a Langan appointee tonight.
The Aikman case is mysterious. The
man who placed second to the mighty
Jim NleMasters arid who might have defeated him in October’s probable general
elect’ . leas dropped out of school anal
for the highest of political
141111i1.1111
The why’s are still to be answered. Aikman had a good chance at No. 1, but he
rhose a sales job instead. This could
guide the reader as to what the political
fervor at SJS’ student government will
be like this year.
However, I still expect David to pop
out of some bush at the latest possible
moment to declare that he is indeed back
and ready to take on McMasters.
If and when the elections are held,
apathy could strangle this campus if
charismatic David is gone. If he is Still to
show-, the place will he wild.
There is also some noise floating around
that Ruth Foss. one of the "Good Guys"
who was found to be rather naughty last
semester. may have been disqualified front
the Mt-Masters ticket. However, the Good
Guys say they have received a letter from
Dean of Students Robert Martin informing
them that no further charges will be
lodged against their ticket and that the
ticket is intact.
UNANSWERED QUESTIONS
However, once more, the Dean’s secretary
says she never wrote such a letter. What
Iii.’ truth IA remains to be seen. Obviously,
someone is playing a game and someone
is telling the truth. The public will find
out and someone’s election or defeat may
lie in the balance.
As to who will clutch the presidential
reins tightly this year, is a question yet
to be answered. If Aikman returns, a runoff is insured. If not, there still may be one
one with Langan in Aikman’s place. However, McMasters may take his case to whatever court necessary to have his ticket
declared the winner in Aikman’s absence.
And there just may be an October general
election.
Whatever the outcome, you can he sure
that in the minds and actions of those
who are not apathetic. the question of who
is boss will not be unsolved for long.
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Two Services Open

New College Union Nears Completion
By RAY GILES
Daily Political Writer
First there were the pyramids
of Khafra 126(X) B C.i. followed
centuries later by the Hagia Sophia in 500 A.D. at Istanbul and
ten centuries after that by the
Taj Mahal in India. And nose,
completing mankin,l’s journey
through 45 centuries of architectural ru-ha-ha, is the College
Union of San Jose State College.
Or, as one returning student
called it, "Fort Ronald."
Whether or not the Governor
would be appreciative of such
billing is only speculative, but the
new College Union. though not
entirely completed, is standing
tall and quickly readying itself to
be il part-time home and recreation center for all 25,000 SJS
students.

As of today, the duplicating
room and the student affairs business office are even and functioning.
The Union will cost a total of
$4.546.532. Student fees over the
past five years and user fee e in
the future will pay ielf the Feel.

theold Union. She will handle all
the Union’s scheduling.
Students in wheel chairs will
have easy accessibility to all
three levels and all facilities.
The Union’s opening hours will
be 7 arn, to midnight, Monday
the ough Thursday. 7 ;Loa to 1

lairsbusiness office, and information center.
The upper level I please, not
penthouse) holds the student acballroom
the
tivities center,
known also as the Lorna Prieta
Room), music listening rooms, a
browsing library, art gallery, the

Students last year were expecting to return from v.ietition with
the Union already in aperation.
However, the timetable for the
Union’s opening had to be moved
back because), according to Union
director Ron Barrett, "It takes
contractors and sub-contractors
longer to do something than they
say." Barrett also lays credit for
the postponed opening on late delivery of various building materials and interior furnishings.
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Another reason for the postponement is strictly for the students’ own good. Robert Ton, the
building inspector for the Chancellors office and the architect,
has throughout the year been
checking each step the contractors make to be sure the Union is
in acceptable condition before
students move in.
"You may walk into a room,"
Barrett told this reporter last
week while un a tour of the new
building, "and notice nothing
wrong, but he (Ton), in the same
room, may find thirty things that
need fixing or re-doing. This
means more time."
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TIME TABLE
1(1.

The current time table for the
Union’s opening runs like this:
Sept. 29games area completed,
including ailliard, bowling, ping
pang and table tennis (depending
on your tastes). Also, the student
government and student activities
groups will move in. Oct. 6- the
middle level snack bar opens.
Oct. 13 the bookstore opens and,
hopefully. the entire Union is
completed.
These dates, of course, are subject to change if something unexpected comes up.
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Tonight from 7-9 inters as
will be held for students to liii
paid and volunteer tutor positions in the Black Educational
Opportunity Program IFOP,.
According to S.T. Saffold, assistant Black EOP director, students etre urgently needed from
all major fields to tutor some
450-500 students.
The Black EOP, located at the
corner of 9th and San Carlos,
where interviews will be held,
has undergone some changes with
the naming of Glen C. Toney
as director. He succeeds Tim
Knowles who left to become
Black EOP director at the University of California at Irvine.
Saffold stressed that ’Toney’s
administration would emphasize
the educational opportunities of
the program and divert from the
political as far as possible.
As a former San Jose State
football player and graduate,
Saffold said he could not participate in the program but felt it
was an invaluable asset to many
black students.

LATE DELIVERIES
11.
.1i

Black EOP
Seeks Tutor
Candidates

FINISHED AT LAST!The San Jose State College Union, a mass of concrete, bricks and
glass will open soon for business. The three.
levelmammoth structure houses every type of
student service from a ticket agency to an art

gallery, from food service to ping pong and
from music listening rooms to available meeting
rooms. By Oct. 6, SJS will have access to all
the Union has to offer.
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Teaching Aides Help
In Grammar Schools
seilcicti
A new
students will act as teaching assistants in elementary schools in
the San Jos,. Clioertino, and
Franklin - McKinley school )11 announced by 1,,
trio,
Art finding r:1 the Dcpaidownl
of Elementary Education.
The class requires a minimal,
of three hours per week attemionce at three seminal st. One :mit
of credit is offered.
According to Hilding, Ed. 196
(Early Field Experience in Eduwill offer experience
cation)
working with school children for I
either those interested in teaehing or as an "enrichment !nostrum" for those already in the
credentialing program.
1
Those enrolled in the course
will be able to arrange their own
time schedule with the schools ,
they select.
A pass -fail grading system
will be used with high sophomores, juniors and seniors elig-

Rushing Opens

New College
Enrollment Up

Girls who did not sign up for
fall rush and who wish to join a
sorority, are urged to register
fur informal rush.
Infoimal rush will offers more
relaxed and casual atmosphere
than did the structured system
commanded of formal rush parties.
Interested women may register
in the Student Activities Office. Informal rush will begin
Saturday at noon and continue
throughout the major part of this
semest r

Enrollment in the New College’
(N.C.) has increased nearly 50
per cent over last semester, according to a spokesman.
Approximetely 260 students
have enrolled for the fall semester, compared to 175 for last
spring’s term. The sophomore
class has the largest representation, of "about 811" students, an
N.C. source reported.
The N.C., in its second year
of operation, offers a bachelor’s
degree in liberal arts. Dr. Harold
DeBey is provost of the) N.C.

MI,. More information is available from the Elementary Education Depot tment in ED 219.
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mately 22% of the men earn;flg from $100,000 to $300,000
per year, I 6,10 of our Congressmen and

IV/0 of our Gover-

nors.

BECAUSE . . . you are given
$50 a month in your junior and
senior years, eligible for scholarships,

social

erally financed loan San Jose was
granted to build the Union.
Director Barrett. quite aware
of student curiosity concerning
the Union, has had to ask, however, that students not attempt to
take their own tours inside. Some
students last week, intent on seeing the) ballroom, walked across
the new floor no sooner than it
was put down. Their footprints
are) less than artistic.
The Union will eventually hire
75 students to work part time.
Over 300 have expressed an interest thus far.
groups interested in
i.e
usim, a meeting MOM or other
feel ii
in the new Union should
Mrs. Connie Brown in

a.m. on Fridays. 8 a.m. to 1 a m.
on Saturdays and noon to midnight on Sundays.
New students unfamiliar with
what exaetly is in their Union
will find the three leveled build. ing equipped to entertain all
tastes.
RECREATION
In the lower level (please, not
first Mori, there are bowling,
lain:teals, table tennis and ping
ming, the duplicating center, the
first floor of the two storied
bookstore, and a ticket agency.
All three levels have gallery
and lounge space as well as restrooms and telephones.
On the middle level is the
snack bar, bookstore. student af-

student council chamber and the
Almaden Room. astanoen Room,
and Pacheco Room, all meeting
facilities.
So, iis,vr all there’s left to do
is to wait. And sooner than you
can say, "Fort Ronald," the College Union will be open for business.
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stalled in the new Union,
are in final preparation for
Hopes are for a Sept. 29
shoes and games are yet

ten Brunswick lanes
bowling enthusiasts.
opening. Rates on
to be announced.

Help for Unwed Mothers Provided
111.1
Unwed
help from a need ly-r,.:111,111.,1
be potential
tee
counseling service
by Planned Parenthood in both
the San Jose tenet Pair, Alto offices.
Dr. Lila Kramer, a Palo Alto:
psychologist, will direct the service to he MOdell’Il after that
(erect by Plc towel ParentliestI ,,1
San Francisco.
A group of )esy etiologists, social
and nen,workers,
have volunteet eel tee :eery.) as et et,
selors to provide information on
sources of financial aid, pre -natal
care, adoption, schooling opportunities for the pregnant teen tiger :11111, it’ apprapriate, haw to

obtain a thprapeat iv awn-1;ml.
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org,inkration is having difficulty
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Spartans Add, Subtract Gridders for Utah ’Skins
KEVIN DOYLE
flails Sport. Editor
With some had things already
behind them :Ind slime Dlort

football team
for the University of Utah Red skins Saturday evening in Salt
Ike City
game be.,
r st

Returns Guaranteed

tween the two schools in the fir,t.
Pio years of collegiate football.,
The bad things behind the
Spartans are 1 a number qt
wrious injuries in the Stanford
the Stanford game ,
game and 2
itself.
Head coach Joe McMullen. still
-irching for his first victory at
picked up two previously
red players who missed the
- inford game and lost the sanesr
iiumber indefinitely because of in-.
’uric, in the Stanford contest,

on all books until
October 10th

Varsity Football

"right on campus.’
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at UTAH
SAN DIEGO STATE
at OREGON
ARIZONA STATE
at WYOMING
NEW MEXICO
at BYU
at CALIFORNIA
UNIVERSITY OF PACIFIC

Sept. 27
Oct. 4
Oct. 11
Oct. 18
Oct. 25
Nov. 1
Nov. 8
Nov. 15
Nov. 22
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tor college transfer Earl Sherman and center Mickey Wharton.
who both missed the Stanford
game with injuries.
Sherman had been pressing
Scrivner for the starting tailback
position after coming to SJS
from Laney Junior College in
Oakland. Wharton was the starting center a year ago and missed
the season opener after injuring
his ribs 10 days before Saturday’s
contest.
Despite the loss of Scrivner

and Ferryman and a lopsided defeat to Stanford. McMullen was
happy the way his team worked
out Monday in preparation for
Saturday’s game in Utah.
Sophomores Bob Hughes and
Phil Covington, both from San
Diego. will be slowed in workouts this week. Covington, who
received high praise from Papa
Joe for his performance against
the Indians, has a charlie-horse
and may miss more practice.
McMullen had several things

SJS Fall Sports Schedules

Spartan Bookstore

freeden

McMullen learned that senior
tailback Mike Scrivner, the Spar tans leading ground gainer in the
annual spring game, may be out
for the season after cracking
four small bones in his back.
Senior guard Jim Ferryman
dislocated his knee-cap early in
the first quarter and remained
on the sidelines the rest of the
contest. He also will be lost fin
an indefinite period.
Meanwhile, McMullen’s plus
ledger includes the return of Jon-

8
11
15
21
24,

Nov. 1
Nov. 5
Nov. 8
Nov. 14
All home

at WESTMONT COLLEGE
at LONG BEACH STATE
CAL STATE (HAYWARD)
at UOP
at SANTA CLARA UNIV.
CAL (SANTA CRUZ)
SJS INVITATIONAL
25
(Air Force, SJS,
USF, Santa Clara)
at ST. MARY’S
at CALIFORNIA
STANFORD
U.S.F.
games played at Spartan Stadium

CHRISTMAS

CHARTER
FLIGHTS

lull eft,’

3:30
2
8
11
8
8
7 and 9

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

11
3:30
8
8

a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

Via Trans-International
Airlines DC -8 Jet

NO MEMBERSHIP FEE
OAKLAND -LONDON
ROUND TRIP $259
Ls. Dec. 19-1.5. Jan. 3
OAKLAND -NEW YORK
ROUND TRIP 3139 plus fax
Lv. Dec. 19Ref. Jen. 3
Contact Professor David Mage at 293-1033
or T-64 TRAVEL AGENCY
60 N. First St., San Jose 95113

Frosh Football
at FRESNO STATE
Oct. 10
at CAL POLY
Oct. 17
at CALIFORNIA
Oct. 24
STANFORD
Nov. 3
SAN FRANCISCO STATE
Nov. 9
STATE
SACRAMENTO
at
Nov. 22
All Home games at Spartan Stadium.

2
2
I
8
2
2

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

Cross Country
Sept. 27
Oct, 4
Oct. 1 1
Oct. 17
Oct. 25
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

1
8
15
24

at CALIFORNIA
OPEN (AAU Run)
SACRAMENTO INVITATIONAL
dt SACRAMENTO STATE
CAL POLY
Mt. Sac. Inv.
Ai. Walnut
STANFORD
OPEN
CONFERENCE
NCAA

10 a.m.
Noon
4 p.m.
3 p.m.
10 a.m.

Water Polo
Sept. 26
Oct. 3-4
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

10
11
17
17
24
25
31
1
8
12
15
21-22

Nov. 28-29

At FRESNO
NorCal Tournament
at Foothill College
UOP
At U.C. BERKELEY
CHICO
CAL POLY POMONA
SAN DIEGO
At STANFORD
LONG REACH at DeAnza
SANTA BARBARA at DeAma
UCLA at DeAnza
U.C. BERKELEY
0. CLUB at DeAnza
PCAA Championships
At Long Beach
NCAA Championships
At Long Beach

7 p.m.
all day
8 p.m.
10 a.m.
3:30 p.m.
8 p.m.
8 p.m.
10 a.m.
3 p.m.
2 p.m.
I p.m.
8:30 p.m.
2 p.m.
all day
all day

to say about the Indians
some
nice and some rather nasty
but both true.
McMullen admitted he was
happy with some of the things his
team did against Stanford despite the lopsided 63-21 score.
We might have lost to the
best team in the nation,- the
head coach added.
But Monday at the Northern
California Sportswriters luncheon
in San Francisco McMullen took
a swipe at Stanford coach John
Ralston for trying to pour on the
score.
Ralston had to leave and was
not there to answer McMullen
but that was probably good for
John. How can he say he wasn’t
trying to run up the score when
with minutes left in the game
he had his third string quarterback throw a touchdown pass and
his fourth stringer call a pair of
timeouts trying to add another
touchdown which Stanford didn’t
liet.
McMullen had kind words for
his mini -backs Frank Slaton and
Glenn Massengale, who both gave
the crowd of 31,000 something to
cheer about.
Slaton, despite his size, tan a
kickoff back 98-yards fin- one of
the SJS touchdowns and Massengale caught several passes including a touchdown toss from
quarterback Ivan Lippi.
The defensive unit did a much
better job than the 63 points they
gave up indicated.
"Eight of our 11 starting defensive playets were playing their
first varsity football game," said
McMullen who Said he was playing his best men on defense.

1

Cage Meetings
Special meetings for all varsity
and frosh ggiketball aspirants
have been scheduled for today.
All varsity prospects should report to coach Dan Glines in Rm.
201 of the men’s gym at 4 p.m.
while all frosh hopefuls should
attend a meeting with coach Stan
Morrison in the same room at
2:30 p.m.

THE 30 XEROX COPY
GNOMON INTRODUCES
WHOLESALE XEROX
HERE AT STATE COLLEGE!

NO SACRIFICE IN QUALITY
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are kept carefully adjusted to turn out copies that are
AM AN’S dark, NEVER dirty. We even use a better
grade of paper than usually usd in Xerox machines.
We guarantee our work to the effect that if it’s not
to YOUR specifications, the order will he redone at
tici cxtra charge, or your money will be cheerfully
refunded. You be the judge.

Gnonmn is the professional one with a chain of lowcost copy centers that reaches both coasts. At Gnomon, each machine is treated with T.L.C.our livelihood depends on it. Making copies is Gnomon’s
entire business, not just a sideline and for 3 cents,
YOU can put us to the test.

BOOKS

MANY EXTRAS

!lard -bound books are only a penny extra for the
first cup% and additional collies of the same original
are 3 cents. Books are done duuble face WHENEVER possible ( maximum height of text seven and
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punched papers at NO EXTRA CHARGE! 1110%
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.4ieet. Speaking of theses, our service is school approved. so keep us in mind when your thesis comes
due.
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Hernandez Stars as SJS
Booters Claim Opener, 6-1
Its KEN LUTHY
Daily Sports Writer
Mani Hernandez started where
he left off last year in propelling
San Jose States soccer team to a
6-1 season-opening victory over
the visiting San Francisco State
Gatois Monday night.
The 5’5" junior from Hayward,
who was voted the North American Player of the Year in 1968.
opened the campaign by scoring
three goals to lead the Spartan
offense.
Coach Julie Menendez credited
his defense, however, in keying
the victory. He cited Zeylko Pasic, Art Romswinckel, Al Rodriguez and Bert Baldacinni for

NF\

playing outstanding games .41
tense. The Spartans limited the
(law’: offense to just one shot -ongoal, a successful penalty shot
while attempting 26 of their own.
Hernandez was assisted in the
scoring by senior Hamid Saidian
and junior college transfers Art
Pinto and Andre Marechal.
Coach Menendez’s forces will
head south Friday for a pair of
weekend encounters. The vkit
Westmont College in Santa Barbara Friday for a :1:30 afternoon
tilt, then play Long Beach State
Saturday at 2 p.m.
Menendez railed Westmont a
good soccer team but didn’t know
Long Beach’s potential.
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WITH PURCHASE OF EARRINGS

Intramurals

* All 14K Solid Gold
* Many To Choose From
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ing part in It.’ SJS intrainura
promaw. aceonlinit to director
lir. Dan tIlt
Unruh I. II meet
h sports
mati.e.zer. and
tram captains
’Atm.:ay al 2:30 in r00111 201 of
Mi it’s Gym. At 330 he oil
with any sittilcnt wishing to
It
olliciate intramural football.
Any lllli’tcll I, la icsident, independent or fraternity, planning
tokine Tsui in fraternity it
independent Ii,,? Ill! should sign
up now in tlIe intramural offire
in the Mon.
rtie Fratitnity tenue will be
on Tuesdajs and Thursdays al
3.45 while tie. I iorm anti Independent trams will play on Monday
and WednesdaNs at the same
time at South Campus.
Meanwhile. I’ll, oh announced
that Steve Porkey will replace
lio1i South as student director.
11’
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* Instruction For Care
* Special Rates For Groups
* Earrings Start at $7.50
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297-6522
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Slaton Misses Mark
In Stanford Game

Wadneciliv Septrimhet- ^1 loco

CP%17TAN

l’i inkShit, it
name into the San .’
football record 1/00k .1.
Spartan’s 63-21 loss to
Saturday.

TV’s FOR RENT
Special Studcmf Patc-s

Slaton returned a
ter Indian kick’ II
touchdown, faith]
short of the SJS
tablished in 1949
son against St

$9.00 PEP. MONTH
377-2935

at

13.3 and also set a Spartan rebound record with 327.

Spartans To Host
NCAA National
Soccer Playoffs
SJS’ soccer teams’ chances of
traveling to the National Collegiate Athletic Association I NCAA
championship this December are
very slim.
Its not that the Spartans are
that bad, in fact, SJS may have
the best team in the college’s history, hut the reason is that the
NCAA soccer championships will
be held Thursday, Dec. 4 and
Saturday. Dec. 6 at Spartan Stadium.
With the growth of collegiate
on the West Coast and
Haially in this area, it is easy ’
sea why the Spartans were
r.inted the invitation to he host
in 1969.
The small crowds that attended
the last two NCAA championships could not compare with the I
crowds that the Spartans drew
dining the exciting 1966 campaign.

Frosh Gridders
Here’s Chance
For Some Action
John Anastasia and Randy C
are welcoming students this wl,ek
any day between 2:30 and 3
o’clo.:k at their South Campus
foot tall hemiquarters.
The freshman football team
will be playing one of the best
schedules I see page 41 in tilite
history of the school which Includes a night game-again-Stan7
ford’s much heralded frosh

BOB MANN’S

SAN JOSE
HEALTH
CLUB
will tailor a
program just
for YOU
Our expert personal instruction
can guide ycu in developing a well
rounded physique. Come in and
see our modern equipment and
complete weight room facilities.

Complete gym Reducing
Sauna room Body building
Sun Room
Physical Conditioning
Locker Service Corrective Exercise

FREE GUEST VISIT
MEN OR WOMEN

STUDENT DISCOliNT

413 E. SANTA CLARA

295-9910

Why is Cal book the place
to buy your books
Cal has two locations to serve

25% cheaper than new and

you and both offer fast, effi-

full refunds with receipt until

cien t service at competitive

October 10th. We honor both
BankAmericard and Master

prices. You can get used books
Charge at San Fernando store.

Convenient hours:

Today through Thursday
8 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Friday 8 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Saturday 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.

california book co., ltd.
134 e. san fernando

nAmyis
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457 e. san carlos
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Drama Prof Attacks
Relevancy Question

’Oh! Calcutta!’

Hit Musical Opens
In San Francisco
Calcutta!, the first national production of :he smash
New York hit, will open Sunday
at the On Broadway Theater. 433
Broadway, in San Francisco.
One of the most controversial
musical hits of 1969. the play is
the invention of critic and author. Kenneth Tynan. Tynan. former drama critic of the New
Yorker, is curiently thc literary
manager of England’s National
Theater and a Fellow of the
Royal Society of Literature.
At Tynan -s suggestion, 21 of
the world’s foremost writers contributed sketches, skits, and songs
on the them, of the erotic relationship between men and women,
exclusive of homosexuality.
Twelve of the writer’s contributions comprise the musical. The
ciente ibuting authors include Samuel Becket!. Jules Feiffer. Dan

Greenburg. John Lennon, lit’
team of David Newman and Robert 13enton, Sherman Yellen and
Tynan.
The title of the musical comes
from the title of the painting by
an SO-year-old French artist.
Clovis Trouille. The painting is
the posterior view of an odalisque, and its title, in turn, is
based on the French pun "0
quelque tue," which in English
means "Vava-voom."
Performaines for "Oh! Calcutta!" will be nightly except
Monday. at 8:30 p.m. with two
shows Friday and Saturdays at
7:45 and 10:45 ’rm.
Preview tickets are available
now at all TRS Ticket ton box offices and by mail at the On
Broadway Theater. Tickets are
priced at $4.50, $6.50 and $8.50
on weekdays and $5.30, $7.50 alui
$10.30 on weekends.
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By WALT VOST
Fine Artie Editor
Dave Copelin is a yowl.
probably in the eyes of ma,. eirtservative faculty, radical drama
instructor.
"Audiences in San Jose as in
other cities," said this new professor at SJS, "nibble theater like
0.

theater is and can do is vet y lim-

BACK IN ACTION AGAIN. The seven -man
color guard for the San Jose State marching
band is pictured here in their first rehearsal on
the ROTC field last week. The band itself is
presently in rehearsal for the upcoming football games. The new band uniforms, scheduled

7:13

p.m.
To serrp You
til4): 00

for arrival on October I, will hopefully make
their debut at the San Diego-SJS game on
Oct. 4. The band has recently converted from
reeds and winds to all brass, making one of two
in the country. The brass is said to carry further
on the field.

New King Biography

Author W. R. Miller Active Member
In U.S. Racial Equality Struggle
The. first complete biography of
NI. !tin Luther King Jr. has just
been published by Avon Books.
The book. entitled Martin Luther
King Jr.: "His Life. Mattyrdom

()pe

they nibble after dinner mints.
knowledge of what

Audiences’

and Meaning for the World," is
liased on 12 years of observation,
In lv.:Ind research.
Robert Miller. the
Issik’s
i. himself an active p.1,114.1p.olt in the struggle
He has in einvilit,v.
Iii racial

eluded a description of Dr. King’.
growing up as well as a full portrait of the mettle,. man. The
book is filled with childhood encounters with racial discrimination that helped to shape Dr.
King’s philosophy of life, theology and goals.
Also included in the book are
the campaigns which Dr. King
initiated or inspired, among them
’the Montgomery boycott, the
freedom rides and sit-ins, and the

Birmingham campaigns. Miller
has interwoven, in his narrative,
Dr. King’s wends and thoughts,
including previously unpublished
sermons, SCLC newsletters, articles. and many of Dr. King’s
addresses.
The book, hailed by NAACP’s
Roy Wilkins as "An engrossing
narration of the Negro demand
for his full birthright," sells for
$1.25, and should soon be available in most bookstores.

SUBVERSIVE ART
"Theater." he claims, "remains
an art that is always somewhat
subversive. College drama departments are um concerned with
entertaining the community or
trying to break even financially.
They should stimulate their audiences. Too often playgoers are
forced to hang up their minds
with their hats and coats when
they go to a play."
Copelin, whose article deals
with the inadequacies of educational theater, believes that most
audiences are afraid of art in
theater. Only three per cent of
the American public attend the
theater, which has become the
adjunct of respectability."
Drama students, Copelin said,
are asking themselves whether
it’s worth their life to work in
an irrelevant theater. Often in
college drama, people who are
young, excited, and full of life,
lose their vitality on the stage.
As evidence for his argument,
the 24 year-old instructor told
about an event that happened
this summer in the SJS Drama
Department.
IRRELEVANT TRIUMPH

lake Card

The production of "Detective
Story" opened on the same night
as the Mime Troupe wa.s perform.
ing in Morris Dailey Auditorium.
Copelin said "Detective Story"
was .74Tr‘lurnprifrITIVITvarierwith an audience of older people
and students in ties." The Mime
Troupe, in contrast played before
an audience of young, hip people
who had some feeling of togetherness while watching the show."
Accoiding to Cope 1 in, who
-

before she noes
from
to PTA.
Just drop a film cartridge into
is Kodak lnstamatic camera and
save Carol before she starts
saving for someone else’s
college education. Save her
in beautiful color snapshots
or color slides. Indoors, pop
on a flashcube. It’s that simple.

ited."
After many skirmishes with
the old Dean of Drama at Yale
University, Copelin brings his
doctrine of "relevant theater," to
SJS. In November, an article of
his entitled "Education vs. Theater," will appear in Yale Theater
magazine.

moved this year to California because he wanted to get as far
away from the East Coast as he
could." even such plays as "Hair"
and "Oh, Calcutta!" aren’t for
young people. "Look at the
likes," he says, "these productions are for rich people."
VALE INSPIRATION
While at Yale, Copelin saw a
new drama program set into progress which revitalized that drama
school. First year drama students. unlike other schools, didn’t
perform. They were given 40
hours of instruction per week in
body movement, voice, diction,
and acting. Then in their second
and third years they were set up
to perfm m in repertory groups.
Theater management progiams
were established and theater critics were trained there. Film
critic Stanley Kauffman was
among the instructors.
Copelin’s directorial debut at
SJS will be this December when
his rehearsal and performance
class presents the play "Live Like
Pigs."
6000 "P1415" ROLES
Asked if this play will allow
him to put some of his theories to
ptactice, Copelin smiled and explained that "Pigs" has "good
roles for student actors, and will
try to make something foreign
familiar to students. It concerns
a band of British nomads who
are forced to live in public housing next door to middle-class
neighbors. The ensuing conflict
presents these two life styles."
As a concluding shot, Copelin
peered through his gold -rimmed
glasses and said, "American college. theater seems to be hiding
from what Amei lean theater was,
is, and can be. The only persons
who can change that are we."

McDonald Play
Shows Tomorrow
At Local Theater
Lero y McDonald’s teleplay,
"Avant - Garde." produced last
members of the Drama
Department, will be shown tomorrow in Studio Theater at 3:30
p.m.
McDonald’s play is the story of
jazzman Ebb Copeland. Students
directed it, helped produce it and
were among the performers.

year by

Take Pete
before he cuts his
old school ties.
Just drop a film cartridge into a Kodak
Instamatic44 camera and take Pete in his tie
that blinds. In beautiful color snapshots
or color slides. Indoors,
pop on a flashcube. It’s
that easy.
Drop in and we’ll
show you the 44 for.
less than $10.
EVERYTHING
PHOTOGRAPHIC

E1

Kodak Instamatie color cameras. From less than s10.
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66 SO. FIRST Si’., Downtown Son Jose
10/1 LINCOLN AVE. Willow Glen
SÆ VALLEY FAIR Shopping Center
UNIVERSITY AVE., Palo Alto
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Summer Oceanography Cruise
Yields Research Experience
This summ I

a deep-sea

ography cruise was undertaken
by

SHOWING PLENTY of enthusiasm during pre-school practice,
the San Jose State Band-Aides exhibit their tals:nts before the
Daily camera. From left are Leslie Morgan, h, ary Yost, Susan
Knoff, Ingrid Goodere, Gail Janssen, Judi Clark, Chris Leslie,
Marsha McC be, Carolyn Vece, Eileen Kennedy, Sue Larocco,

Georgie Maddams, Barbara Meyer and Donna Pickens. The
girls will brighten the Spartan picture by performing with the
SJS band. Now aren’t you sorry you missed that football game
last Saturday?

’Unbelieveable’ Experience

Landing Marine Labora-

The laboratories were opened
in June 1966 after the five colleges raised enougn money to buy
the Beaudette Foundation Marine
Science Facility.
Courses include oceanography,
ecology, zoology, marine botany,
physirology and other related

kept coming. Folks parked along
three minutes at most. Those
the highway shoulders, and soon
may be the longest and most retheee was no more space left
warding moments any crowd has
along U.S. 1, Even the Titusvill.
ever experienced.
police, as understanding and helpIt was an Incredible sight. Beful as any could be, couldn’t alginning two days prior to lift-off,
By MIKE NOLAN
low parking in the middle of the
people began arriving at TitusDaily Staff Writer
roads.
ville and other small communithese people were
United,
ties adjacent to the space center.
KENNEDY SPACE CENTER,
Fla.
Unreal. Totally and absoThey camped anywhere space friendly. Brotherhood of mein is
an old cliche, hut such brotherall motel and
was available
lutely unreal.
hood, if it indeed exists, was
campground spaces had long
That’s the impression gained as
present here.
since been reserved.
this writer watched Apollo 11
a
The launch was superb Wherever these people camped,
soar into space from this never"green bird" all the way, one ot
little "cities" began to spring up;
never land the morning of July
the most beautiful sights anyoti.
in vacant lots, near old buildings,
16, culminating
can ever hope to see.
at gas stations. But what cities!
The unbelievable.
The launch pad stands emeet
On the left, a family from Ohio;
It is difficult
maybe imposnow.
on the right, three boys from
sible- -to conceive the magnitude
Three human beings are on
of the achievement just witnessed... .Nurth . Carolina ; up Ahead, an eldtheir way to the moon.
erly couple from Minnesota. All
Perhaps it is unconceivable.
A few miles to the right. Apollo
shared a close common bond in
Three human beings are on
12 and 13 are under cons t: 111.11,cri
the Florida heat and humidity.
their way to the moon.
But the beautiful meon..,
But it happened, as a million
Space ran short, and still they
or more spectators can tell you 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111eand when it happened, a small
EDITOR’S NOTE: This story
is a first-hand account of the
Apollo 11 moon launch in July.
It sa.as 0 rit1rn by the reporter
immediately following lift-off.

pat t of each of those onlookers
went with Neil Armstrong, Buzz
Aldrin and Michael Collins and
their amazing spaceship.
QUANTITY 2c
For, in addition to the brilliant
initial succees of the Apollo 11
flight, much of this story beFree Colleting
the people
lows to the people
Open Day & Nite
cc
who have actually made a pionWE MAKE
480
S.
10th
at
William
eer:Ur.; effort possible.
CLASS NOTES
People came from all over the
San Jose
295-7778
Crr-c.:1
FAST SERVICE
United States to see the flight
a vision lasting perhaps two or rit11111171711111C471111111 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111 1111111111111111111111111
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Campus Copy

I
i on, and the past and fulure seem to blur.
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LATE FOR CLASS?

78 So. 4th

SPORTCOAT

SPECIAL
A complete select ion of
VAUGHN natural
shoulder sportcoats including new fall arrivals

Now 1/2 Price

WE’LL PARK IT FOR YOU. LOW RATES.

SILVA TEXACO

.144.0w,TEhACO

$49.50 Tweeds
SPECIAL . . . . $24"
$55.50 Shetlands $0775
SPECIAL . . . .
$65.00 Plaids
SPECIAL . . . . $32"

San Jose

Phone: 295-8968

$69.50 Tweeds
SPECIAL . . . . $3475
LIMITED TIME ONLY!

H COMPLETE MOTOR SELO ICE
BRAKE

DISCOUN T ON At L 1V;

TUNECH

SEliV ICE SNIIM; DEVICES

INK CHDIT
CARDS WILC0111f

jise

UGH

AT SATHER GATE

n Bank merira rd
[1] Master

cc
Makrele. The Makserveves had been donated
IC) Orinda businessman Paul Ame
men.
Studies by the expedition covered the relationship of abalone
and kelp beds, the tiny organisms
that live .en waving sea fans and
bottom sediments vegetation and
animal life ire the northern Sea
of Cortez.

BACK TO SCHOOL

USE’S.

Apollo 11 Success ’Belongs to People’

EROX

Moss

tories aboard a luxury liner that
was rented for $1. The twomonth cruise carried 16 ocean
science students plus faculty for
the deep sea research experience.
Moss Landing is an ocean -side
extension of five state colleges;
Fresno, Hayward, Sacramento,
San Francisco and San Jose.
Yeast-around instruction and research in the marine sciences is
offered to upper division or graduate students of these five camp-

lathes. Purpose of the Moss Landing project is to train instructors
for government and private agencies and direct research into natural history and biology of the
organisms that live in shallow
ocean waters.
Dr. John P. Hamille, Moss
Landing director, headed this
summer’s ocean cruise, the first
for the marine laboratories, on
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Spartan Bookstore
’Right on Campus’

STREET
3rd

Spartaguide
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Spartan Daily Classifieds
ALL PUP POSE photography at reason.
-taits. weddings models,
i.ornpo>.t, v.tr.. Call Rich Kelso, 286STANFORD SHOPPING ROOM FOR RENT: Elegently furnisl-og STUDENT TYPING in my home. Fast Ac 1139.
1.r. bedroom. 5 min. wall to SJS., ; ..rate Mincr Editing. Mrs. Banter. Phone RENT A TV OR STEREO: Free service.
.t.,it privileges. Male student.
I 244-6581.
No
Free delivery in 5.1. Call
Either 261 2598
==,

t

ROOMMATE: Upper div. female SS:
95 S. 12th St. No phone apply

A

POR SAL/ (3)

Or

PAST

HOURS

Mon. 11-1
Tues. 10-12
Wed. 11-1
Thurs. 10-12
Fri. 11-1

VIA NTED

"’A

i tiALE ROC,JMATE NEEDED

t4D MALE ROOMMATE. Gtad or up’
bdr., 2 bath
I OR 2 FEMALE

r,,tet needed to
t; -.^1,,g not. Cal,

CLASSIFIED RATES
mum
Nree lines
v
3 lines

Come to:
Classified Adv.
Office -J206

0

STREET
9th
Send in handy order blank.
Enclose cash or check.
Make check out to Spartan
Daily Classifieds.

10th
STREET
Phone

Ext. 2465

One day

Two days

Three days

Four dap

Five days

1.50

2.00

2.25

2.50

4 lines

2.00

2.50

2.75

lines

2.F0

3.00

3.25

2.40
2.90
3.40

6 !i:,as

3.00

3.50

3.75

3.90

4.00

.50

.50

.50

.50

.50

Print Name

CHECK A CLASSIFICATION
Help Wanted (4)
I;
fl Personals (7)
’ Housing (5)
7 Services (8)
Lost and Found (6)
Transportation (9)

Styling Shop

Welcome Back
Special

3.00

Address

For
_ _
Enclosed is $

City

Phone

* Hair Straightening
Conditioning
Shampoo
Reg. $9.95
Only $6.95

_ Days

_

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER, OR CASH TO: SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE, CALIF.
95114

Appointment Only

Please allow 2 days after placing for ad to appear.

We extend our sympathies for the
inconvenience that resulted from
breakdown of "computer registration."

discounted to $3.95
Special., NOW at S3.I9

SANTANA - JETHRO TULL (new)
BLIND FAITH - CREEDENCE (new)
CROSBY-STILLS-NASH-C. K. STRONG
DONOVAN (new) - LEE MICHAELS
BRAND NEW RELEASE...
JANIS i0PLIN
$5.98 1.111’s are regularly
discounted to $4.95

* Hair Styling
* Razor Cutting
* Scissor Cutting

3.50

UNDERGROUND RECORDS
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0
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Raytheon Coiporation has doWed a Univac 1004 computer to
SJS for instructional nnd research use in the Department of
Industrial Studies.
The used computer, appraised
at $30,000, will be used for the
instruction of industrial technology and teacher education students in the undergraduate and
graduate levels. Students will
study computer circuitry, computer operation and computer
programming.
Nevin Kather, vice president
and general manager of the Raytheon components division presented the Univac to acting President Hobert W. Burns and Dr.
Robert Moore, dean of the School
of Applied Sciences and Arts.

421 E. Santa Clara

No refunds on cancelled ads, Print your ad here:
(Count approximately 33 letters and spaces for each line)

FROM

We promise a hassle -free experience
when you visit us.

SJS Given
Big Computer

Zicur3i

294-6414,

Phone: 294-6414
Eat 2465
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1:30-3:30
2:30-3:30
1:30-3:30
2:30-3:30
1:30-3:30

m Berkeley fr., Fall
.hare expenses. Call

Amp’

Steve
See Julie, Jim or C
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TRANSPORTATION 191

>
Cla444iPed
.
llete %.Open!
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SERVICES 181

TODA1’
Kaydettea, 615 p.m., 3rd floor
rrf NtacQuarie Hall.
TOMORROW
Phraterea International, 4 p.m..
7th floor of Joe E.. West Hall, hi rise dorm.
Hawaiian Club, 7 p.m., Ed314.
Meeting.
Conservation Forum, 1:30 p.m.,
S164. Everyone invited to attend.

295-9586 Jack

Specials NOW at $3.81

TAJ MAHAL - ROLLING STONES (new)
DOORS/SOFT PARADE & others
If you like a plastic atmosphere
when shopping, don’t visit us
Mention this ad and receive an
additional discount of 5% thru Oct. 1.

68 E. San Fernando
(1/2 block from Music Box)
286-8303
. SHOESTRING ENTERPRISE

"IttfiliA1kMes...sAg%.A...11Eibe

Ave up to 25 per cent on used books
Buy new and used ones at CAL!
r.A4/174.4’
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